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Grouse moor licensing in Scotland:
How might this be delivered by the Scottish Government?
Lloyd Austin

A note on terminology: SNH/NatureScot
The Scottish Government’s official nature conservation agency is Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH),
established by the Natural Heritage (Scotland) Act 1991. Since 2020, however, it has adopted a new
branding, leading it to be known as “NatureScot” although its legal name (in section 1 of the 1991
Act) is unchanged. Thus, it remains Scottish Natural Heritage in legislation and, to have legal effect,
documents, such as general licences, include the interpretation:
“NatureScot” means Scottish Natural Heritage acting under its operating name NatureScot and are
signed “For Scottish Natural Heritage acting under its operating name NatureScot”.
In this report, both the historical/legal and current, informal name are used, as appropriate, to reflect
the name in use at the time being referenced and/or the need to ensure that legislation or licences,
being discussed are legally correct.
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Purpose of report
On 26th November 2020, the Scottish Government’s Rural Affairs and Natural Environment Minister,
Mairi Gougeon MSP, formally responded to the report of its Grouse Moor Management Group,
chaired by Prof. Alan Werritty. In her statement to Parliament1, she said:
“The key recommendation put forward in the Werritty report – is that a ‘licensing scheme
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be introduced for the shooting of grouse’. This is a recommendation that
I accept.”
She also indicated that: “I believe that the Government needs to act sooner than this [the
five years proposed by Werritty] and begin developing a licensing scheme
now.”
The Minister’s statement and proposed action were supported by
spokespeople for the Scottish Labour Party, the Scottish Green Party,
and the Scottish Liberal Democrats2. Given Scottish Parliamentary
elections are expected on 6th May 2021, a commitment to introduce
such a licencing scheme, in the new Parliament, can be anticipated to
form part of the manifestos of those parties, as well as the governing
Scottish National Party.
Most conceivably likely results of the 2021 election would, therefore,
result in a Parliament and Government committed to the introduction
of grouse moor licencing. This is especially clear when it can be further
observed that some, especially the Scottish Greens and Scottish Labour,
might favour a stronger form of regulation or, indeed, a ban. Under such
circumstances, debate has begun as to how such a scheme might operate
– and, no doubt, Scottish Government officials have begun scoping and
planning the necessary work.
RSPB Scotland has commissioned this report, therefore, to contribute to
and inform this debate. Its remit is to explore: 1. The nature and content of new legislation required to implement
grouse moor licencing in Scotland; and
2. The nature of additional Government and/or SNH policy and
administrative measures, systems, etc it would be necessary to
implement the above legislation.
These ideas should be offered in the context of a description and analysis
of the objectives of a licencing scheme, the options as to how it would
work and what it “would look like”.
The latter will include how it “would look” to the ‘regulated’, the ‘regulator’
and third-party interests (that is, NGOs and the public).

Introduction
The environmental consequences (including for carbon, water, and
biodiversity) of intensive forms of game bird shooting and associated land
management practices in Scotland (and the rest of the UK) have attracted
considerable attention in recent years. The spotlight has particularly
been on the increasing intensity of management linked to driven grouse
shooting in large parts of our uplands (resulting in an independent review
in Scotland3 and popular petitions to ban it in England4). This focus, and
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the ensuing debates, have highlighted the limited nature of regulation in
the UK, in contrast to other similar countries5.
Grouse shooting and moorland management have begun to receive
unprecedented levels of public scrutiny. Various issues have contributed
this, often heated, debate including: • The illegal killing birds of prey and the culling of mountain hares;
• The impact of drainage and muirburn on both carbon emissions and
water quality;
• The increased number of ‘hill tracks’;
• The use of lead ammunition, resulting in raised lead levels in both the
natural environment and meat consumed by people6;
• The widespread use of medication on wild birds; and
• The intensification of all the above activities, to produce higher yields
(‘bags’).
In October 2015, SNH’s Scientific Advisory Committee examined a
number of concerns expressed to, and by, Board members over the
intensification of some moorland management practices. While not
making policy recommendations, this did highlight further concerns
about habitat deterioration and standards of management7. A March 2019
report for RSPB Scotland8 reviewed the debate (including campaigns by
NGOs, petitions to Parliament, studies commissioned and published by
SNH, etc) that led, in May 2017, to the establishment of a Grouse Moor
Management Group9 with a remit to: “examine the environmental impact of grouse moor management
practices such as muirburn, the use of medicated grit and mountain hare
culls, and advise on the option of licensing grouse shooting businesses.10”
This group published its final report, “the Werritty Review”, on 19th
December 201911. The Scottish Government’s formal response to this
report, and its recommendations, was published on 26th November 2020
– with the headline conclusions being set out in the Minister’s statement
referred to above12.
During the period that the Werritty report was being finalised and the
Government considering and determining its response, the RSPB also
undertook a UK-wide RSPB review of its shooting policy, informed by
extensive and up-to-date reviews of scientific evidence. The conclusions
of this review were announced on 10th October 202013 and full details of
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the review process and evidence published14. The key conclusion of this
review was that: “We [the RSPB] propose the introduction of a system of licensing
for driven grouse shooting. This would set minimum environmental
standards which, if breached, would result in losing the right to shoot.
We will provide an annual assessment of progress and review our
position within five years. Failure to deliver effective reform will result in
the RSPB calling for a ban on driven grouse shooting.”
(Note: the five years’ ‘grace period’ here is different to that proposed by
Werritty; the RSPB propose that licensing be introduced immediately,
not that there should another five years for ‘self-regulation to work. In the
absence of such reform, and it proving to be effective, the RSPB will – in
five years – to support for an outright ban on driven grouse shooting).
This report, therefore, seeks to outline, as a contribution to the ongoing
debate, how licencing may work in Scotland – and, in particular, what
new legislation is necessary and desirable, as well as the policy and
administrative systems needed to support the implementation of any new
legislation. In so doing, it seeks to build on RSPB Scotland’s March 2019
report as well as the results of the UK-wide review published in October
2020. It also seeks to address to what extent, and how, the proposals
it offers fulfil the commitments made by the Scottish Government in its
response to the Werritty report (see annex 1).

Regulatory context and principles
It is a constitutional principle, in the UK and Scotland, that “everything
which is not forbidden is allowed”15. This was reiterated by the Scottish
judge, Lord Reed who said in June 2000 that: “Scotland … is not a country where everything is forbidden except
what is expressly permitted: it is a country where everything is permitted
except what is expressly forbidden’.16
However, since laws began, the state has sought to regulate – that is,
to forbid activities and/or to forbid them without consent or subject to
conditions. In modern times, such regulations are adopted for the wider
public good – to prohibit or to control activities (by private individuals
or corporate bodies) that have an adverse impact (“externality”) on the
wider public. Thus, many of the first planning or pollution regulations
were related to preventing disease or discomfort in the public caused
by sewage or the disposal of other waste. Regulation also exists in the
economic sectors to ensure fair competition between companies and/or
countries.
All governments therefore regulate. Such regulation is undertaken in the
public interest and now spans a wide range of social, economic, and
1c891f7-4db6-4486-ba9d-199c298eb054
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environmental fields – from health and safety to financial regulation. The
protection of the environment has long been a public policy goal, and
many activities with the potential to cause damage to the environment
are regulated – to prevent or minimise damage, or to ensure that such
damage is at ‘acceptable’ levels.
Across the wide range of human activities that can affect the environment,
most are now regulated: from planning and building controls, to controls
on emissions of pollutants to land, water, and air, to approval of chemicals,
etc. In the areas of rural land management, agriculture and forestry
‘escaped’ regulation by planning, when comprehensive planning regimes
were introduced in the 1940s, but are now comprehensively regulated, in
effect, via the conditions imposed on subsidy schemes. All industries and
activities, of course, must comply with general environmental regulations
such as those for protected species or designated sites.
Various field sports, including grouse shooting, have – until the 21st
century – been among the least regulated sectors in the UK. The Scottish
Government announcement, in November 2020, of plans to introduce
licencing for grouse moors suggests that this will change – a move
predicated on the strong evidence of impacts on matters of public
interest discussed in introduction. The government will, therefore, wish
to develop a licensing system that addresses those impacts, but is also
consistent with the principles of good regulation.
Over the last few decades there has been much debate about these
principles of good regulation – as well as numerous reviews of regulations
(both generally and in individual sectors). Several reviews, Parliamentary
Inquiries, and other studies17 have assessed regulation and sought to
make recommendations to ensure “better regulation” – where ‘better’
is intended to mean being more effective in both achieving the public
interest objectives and not being unduly burdensome on those being
regulated.
To address this, Governments have adopted a range of principles that
are used as ‘tests’ of good regulation. These five principles were first
identified by the Better Regulation Task Force18 in 1997 as the basic tests
of whether any regulation is fit for purpose. They are: • Proportionality
Regulators should intervene only when necessary. Remedies should be
appropriate to the risk posed, and costs identified and minimised.
• Accountability
Regulators should be able to justify decisions and be subject to public
scrutiny.
• Consistency
Government rules and standards must be joined up and implemented
fairly.
• Transparency
Regulators should be open and keep regulations simple and user-friendly.
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• Targeting
Regulation should be focused on the problem and minimise side effects.
These principles have been adopted by Governments, across the UK,
including in Scotland19, and are supported by various guidance to support
both those responsible for developing regulation20 and those applying
regulations21. These principles also comply with and are developed to
reflect the ideas in the European Convention on Human Rights22 (which
now form part of domestic law, by virtue of the Human Rights Act
199823). Many regulations – on the face of it – “interfere” with rights,
such as the right to privacy, free speech, or the right to enjoy one’s own
property. However, the Convention is clear that none of these rights are
absolute (even the right to life is qualified). All the rights are qualified by
the right of Government’s to limit or curtail them “in the public interest”,
so long as this is provided for by law (that is democratically proposed,
scrutinised, and approved by Parliaments) and that such limitations are
enforced only as necessary. In respect of the entitlement to “the peaceful
enjoyment of his possessions” (often quoted as a reason not to regulate
land management), this right in Article 1 of the First Protocol is heavily
caveated (see box).
Article 1 of the First Protocol to the European Convention on Human
Rights.
Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his
possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the
public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by
the general principles of international law.
The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the right
of a State to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the
use of property in accordance with the general interest or to secure the
payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.
In addition to the issues of qualifications inherent within each of the
rights set out in the ECHR, there is the additional challenge faced by
Governments of balancing between the different rights, and that of
protecting one person’s rights from the effect of another exercising the
same (or different) right. The role of Human Rights’ matters in policy (and
law) making in Scotland will also become greater in the coming years.
The First Minister’s Advisory Group on Human Rights Leadership24 has
recommended that legislation be passed to incorporate a wider range
of rights in Scots Law, as well as to enhance implementation of the
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ECHR rights. This includes the Right to a Healthy Environment25. This
recommendation has been accepted and a Task Force is currently
developing detailed proposals, with a view to legislation in the next
parliament26. Arguably, however, the Scottish Government might already
consider the right to a healthy environment as part of the development of
policy – given developments in international law and policy (including the
UN Framework Principles27).
These human rights concepts (both legal and policy) underline the
importance of the of the principles of good regulation (especially
proportionality, accountability and targeting).
In recent years, there has also been a growing pressure to reduce
regulation – with initiatives, often Government-led or inspired to review
“red tape” and identify regulations that can be repealed. Such reviews
have occurred at EU, UK, and Scottish levels. In relation to our nature
laws, both the EU’s “Fitness Check”28 and the UK Government’s “Red
Tape Initiative”29 concluded that, if any problem exists, it arises not from
the laws themselves but with the enforcement and implementation of
them. Similarly, a review by Scottish QC, Neil Davidson, for the then
Chancellor in 2006 failed to find any widespread “gold-plating” of EU
regulations in the UK, stating that: “inappropriate over-implementation of European legislation may not be
as widespread as is sometimes claimed.”30
More recently, in contribution to yet another call to identify [post-Brexit]
redundant regulation, the Chair of the English Environment Agency said: “Regulation works. Done right, it creates a better world”, and concluded:
“good environmental regulation is not red tape: it is what will get us a
green recovery and a blue planet.”31
In Scotland, The Scottish Government has said it is “working hard to
develop a better environmental regulation programme. This aims to
maximise environmental protection while ensuring proportionate and
consistent regulation and effective enforcement.”32 One element of
this programme is SEPA’s strategy for 21st Century regulation, entitled
“One Planet Prosperity”33, supported by various frameworks to enable its
delivery, including on enforcement34.
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Moving closer to grouse shooting, Scottish Natural Heritage (now
operating as NatureScot) is the Scottish agency with responsibility for
wildlife and the natural heritage. It regulatory roles include: • “supporting the planning system by providing advice to developers
and decision-makers.
• management of protected areas through advice to land managers and
decision-makers, and our responsibility for issuing notifications and
consents.
• wildlife management advice and our role in issuing species licences
and authorisations.”35
SNH/NatureScot is also committed to carrying out these roles in accordance
with the Scottish Regulators’ Strategic Code of Practice36, which seeks
to support an enabling approach by applying the key principles of better
regulation (transparent, consistent, proportionate, accountable, and
targeted). It also, by virtue of the Natural Heritage (Scotland) Act 1991,
has to apply so-called “balancing duties” to much (but not all) of its work.37
As indicated above, one key regulatory role, carried out by SNH/
NatureScot, is the issuing of many species licences and authorisations
(under a scheme of delegation from Scottish Ministers38). This role enables
NatureScot to issue licences that permit, for certain specific purposes,
actions that would otherwise constitute an offence against a protected
species39. These licences are issued under a range of legislation40 – while
similar licences, for other species/issues, may be issued by Marine
Scotland or others.
Finally, in terms of regulatory context, it is also useful to consider the
situations in other, similar jurisdictions. While licencing grouse moor
management (or any other form of gamebird hunting) is a new concept
in Scotland (and the wider UK), it is not unusual in other countries. The
Scottish Natural Heritage (now NatureScot) commissioned report 942: ‘A
Review of Game Bird Law and Licensing in Selected European Countries’
(published in 2017)41 demonstrated that in most similar countries to the
UK, gamebird shooting is regulated, albeit according to different models
appropriate to that country. Whist difference in approach were evident,
there was also a common theme – the countries examined were all EU
(or EEA) members and thus subject to the environmental law and policy
of that bloc (an acquis to which the Scottish Government is committed to
“keep pace”).
et-prosperity/#Enforcement
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Grouse moor licences
[The] “responsibility for the consequences of grouse moor management
lies with the owners. They are the ‘polluters’ imposing costs on the rest
of us, and they should pay. A more prosperous uplands would start with
the licensing of game shoots and then a levy to put right the damage
caused. The result would be a more sustainable and, therefore, ultimately
more prosperous game industry.”42
Dieter Helm, 2019.

1. What and why?
As indicated above, the Scottish Government has responded to
the “Werritty report”43 with a headline commitment to introduce a
licencing scheme for grouse moors44. Both the report and the response
addressed a wide range of issues – these are outlined, in summary, in
annex 1 – and represent a proposed legal and policy response to the
various environmental impacts of grouse moor management. These
environmental impacts – and the evidence for them – were recently
reviewed by Thompson and Wilson (2020)45.
The proposed legal and policy responses have been agreed, in part,
as the status quo has clearly proved to be ineffective. This is most
obvious in respect of wildlife crime – where enforcement, to date, has
faced significant challenges due to issues of remoteness, identifying an
individual person, evidence collection, etc. Similar concerns, of course,
also arise from other aspects of grouse moor management, such as
burning, legal predator control and hare culling, medication, tracks, etc.
It is clear, therefore, why these legal and policy responses have been
proposed, and what should be the outcome. This report seeks to consider
how this might be achieved and how a grouse moor licencing scheme
might work – and either be combined with or interact with other legislative
measures to address some of the other matters of concern.
The following sections seek to build on the proposals in the Werritty
report and the Scottish Government response – and proposes Scottish
specific means to achieve the above. This builds further on earlier work
for RSPB Scotland46 but also takes account of the Society’s UK-wide
review of shooting policy, including the development of a policy paper on
“what licensing could look like”. This paper concluded any such licencing
scheme should include: •

“A range of options for non-compliance should be available. These
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should range from formal notice through to sanctions. These should
include provision for fines and ultimately licence suspension or
revocation with contingent loss of all shooting rights. This should be
administered on a civil burden of proof. The licensing system should
work alongside, but separate from, the existing criminal sanctions
relating to wildlife crimes.
The system must be capable of governing grouse shooting in its
intensive “driven” form, which is associated with certain illegal
practices and with unsustainable impacts on the wider environment.
We suggest that the licensing scheme should be administered by the
relevant statutory nature conservation agency, as the agencies with a
responsibility for most areas of the relevant natural resources.
Licensing should include controls at the shoot level, identifying a
named responsible individual, who can then be held accountable within
the licence terms and a designated area of land. Should expert legal
opinion indicate that only a comprehensive game shooting system is
legally viable, covering systems of management beyond just “driven”
grouse, a lighter touch might be applied to lower intensity shooting
systems.
There should be a statutory code of practice, subject to periodic
review, setting out the standards required to deliver the public interest
in the sustainable management of land; of gamebird populations; of
protected areas; and other protected species (of all taxa); of other
natural resources including peatlands; and of responsible access
rights. Equally, some land management operations, for example
burning of vegetation or mountain hare control may be separately and
individually licensed as proposed by the “Werritty Review”, and as
now enacted in Scotland for mountain hare control.
Shoot management plans should define the management areas
and identify and safeguard key public interest considerations and be
approved by the licensing authority.
There must be transparent planning and reporting made available as
public information. The reporting system must include the provision
for annual bag reporting to the relevant statutory nature conservation
agency of quarry species and species killed within lawful predator
control under general licence, in turn to inform hunting quotas and
sustainable harvesting. Pre-season grouse counts should also form
part of the reporting process.
The licensing system must be effectively enforced by the licensing
authority and other relevant public agencies. Licensing should include
a requirement for reasonable access for monitoring purposes.
The licensing system should be cost neutral to the public purse and
levied licensing fees should cover the cost of administration.
Licensing should be administered online to reduce costs and the
administrative burden on game managers, as well as to facilitate
access to depersonalised data.
Ultimately, and if self-regulation in relation to meeting sustainable
environmental standards does not improve for the rear and release
of gamebirds (pheasants and red-legged partridges) similar licensing
provisions to those for red grouse could also apply in those
circumstances as well.”47
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2. Who?
The first consideration of any licencing scheme might be who should be
licenced and who should issue such licences? Each of these questions is
addressed, in turn, below.

Who is ‘licensee’?

Any effective licensing system must have a ‘licensee’ – responsible for
securing the licence and against whom any sanctions can be targeted. In
the case of grouse moor management, the most basic assumption would
be that the licensee would be those carrying out the shooting and/or the
related grouse moor management. However, that raises a challenge of
identifying the relevant individual, type of individual or non-natural person
that should be designated as the licensee. There are many different forms
of ownership and management of grouse moors (and their associated
shooting rights) and, as a result, many different arrangements between
different individuals and companies. A scheme needs to be suitable for
all such arrangements – but also to ensure that transparency and that any
sanctions are ‘felt’ by those benefiting from the ‘right to shoot’ accorded
by the licence.
In addition, however, it is also clear that the licencing system should
also be related to the areas of land that are subject to the management
measures that are to be regulated. The issues that have given rise to the
decision to introduce licencing are land-based activities – so a licence any
must also be tied to a specific area of land.
On that basis, it is therefore recommended that a licencing scheme
should involve a twin-track approach: that licences should be issued
according to land area but should also be dependent on the registration
of a “responsible person” (and declaration of that person’s role in the
land management and relationship to any others, especially the ultimate
beneficiary of the ‘right to shoot’.
Thus, a grouse moor licencing scheme should be based on the registration
of land as a “grouse moor”. This would take a similar approach to the
registration of land for agricultural and forestry subsidies48. Indeed, it could
be that such land registration might be achieved by a simple ‘add-on’ or
expansion to the existing Scottish Government Rural Payments system
(especially as many areas might overlap) and/or the current process of full
land registration by the Register of Sasines.
Upon registration of an area of land as a “grouse moor”, there should
a requirement to declare a “responsible person” (along with contact
details). This named person would be required to be a “natural person”
and would be the person to whom a licence is thus issued and who would,
therefore be responsible for compliance with the terms of the licence
(and to whom any sanctions would, in the first instance, be applied).
The registration of a “responsible person” should also require the
declaration, if he is not also the owner of the relevant shooting rights,
of the relationship between that person and the owner of the relevant
48
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shooting rights. This should ensure that “legal right [or permission] to kill”
grouse (as required under s.2 of the 1981 Act) is held by the responsible
person – as well as any power to authorise others (for example, shooting
guests). This would also make transparent the “chain of management
command” both contributing to greater openness about the management
of land, but also enabling (if necessary) the application of vicarious liability
– and thus avoid the challenges of enforcement that arise from complex
(and/or concealed) land ownership arrangements49.
Such an approach is also consistent with the Scottish Government’s
principles and policies in relation to land reform, especially a desire
to “increase the transparency of land ownership”50 and the Register
of Persons Holding a Controlled Interest in Land Regulations 202151.
Indeed, the licencing process could require a cross-reference between
the responsible person and the person declared as holding a controlled
interest under the 2021 regulations. This approach is also consistent with
Scottish Land Commission recommendations in relation to communities
and points of contact.
This approach of land and person registration is not new. As indicated
above, geographic registration of land (and the relevant owner/manager
or recipient of subsidies) is already a common feature of agriculture and
forestry policy. Similarly, registration of the site, and responsible person,
of traps and snares is now also a feature of using those methods for legal
predator control.
In another context, the Licensing (Scotland) Act 200552 requires parallel
licences for the operation of a public house – a premises licence and
a personal licence (for the “premises manager”)53. This acts as a good
model of the twin – place and person – approach that might be replicated.

Who should be licencing authority?

Clearly, the licencing authority should – at the most basic level – be the
state: that is, the Scottish Ministers. The issue to address, therefore, is
whether Scottish Ministers should allocate this responsibility to others –
and options, in addition to that of retaining the responsibility ‘in-house’,
might include:
• An executive agency of the Scottish Government (as seal licences are
operated by Marine Scotland or as agricultural schemes are run by
Rural Payments).
• SNH/NatureScot (in the way that many section 16 licences are
delegated, under section 16A54).
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•
•

Another agency (for instance, SEPA who operate Controlled Activities
licences or Scottish Forestry who operate felling licences) or a new
agency.
Local Authorities who, for instance, operate Licencing Boards or
manage planning consents, building regulations and TPOs.

In the longer term, there may be a good case to review and amend
this ‘regulatory landscape’ to create a more general “environmental
regulator”, separate from the policy, advisory and direct land management
responsibilities of the above agencies. Such an approach – of fundamental
reform – has been advocated elsewhere55 but is not necessary to
introduce grouse moor licencing. Rather, if/when grouse moor licencing
has been introduced, if such a review/reform were to take place, it should
be included in the process.
In the short-term, therefore, it seems likely that the licencing authority will
be SNH/NatureScot; but it does seem important to ensure that the skills/
resources/experience of the Government’s Rural Payments Directorate
is both used and connected to the process to ensure that most effective
and efficient system of land mapping and registration, as well as those
developed in the implementation of the Controlled Interest in Land
Regulations 2021. NatureScot are already responsible for many issues
under the 1981 Act and the Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004,
as well as likely to take on new roles in relation to Mountain Hares and
muirburn. It seems logical, therefore, for any new grouse moor licencing
to become a new role for NatureScot.
In addition, from reviewing hunting arrangements in other countries56, it
is apparent that the many forms of hunting legislation are administered
by the (near) equivalents of SNH/NatureScot.

3. What is permitted/prohibited?
The issue of what should be permitted by the licencing scheme (or, in
reverse) what is prohibited in the absence of a licence or should a licence
be withdrawn/revoked relates to the objectives of the scheme, as well as
the development/implementation of other measures to address issues
associated with grouse shooting.
At the very minimum, a licence would need to permit/prohibit the shooting
(expressed legally as “killing or taking”) of red grouse on or over the land
to which the licence applies.
It may be argued that this is “too severe” – that is, to prohibit any
shooting of red grouse in the absence of a licence is over-restrictive,
and it should relate purely to the most intensive forms of shooting and/
or land management. This argument is countered, however, by the need
to have a strong and significant sanction for non-compliance – such as,
effectively, the removal or suspension of shooting rights. Were a situation
to arise where the level of non-compliance was considered insufficiently
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serious to justify full removal or suspension of shooting rights, this could
be addressed by amendment to a specific licence (for instance by adding
terms and conditions), rather than by full withdrawal/revocation.
Secondly, it might be argued that this is “too broad” – that the issues
of public concern only relate to areas with intensive grouse moor
management and driven shooting. And that, by contrast, there are many
who shoot grouse away from such areas, by walked-up shooting, that
would ‘unnecessarily’ be caught by such a scheme. This might suggest
that a licencing scheme should only apply to certain areas, or only to
shooting over a certain number of birds per year, or only by certain
methods. However, given the varying year-by-year nature of both grouse
numbers and shooting methods, it is difficult to devise such a criterion that
could not exploited as a ‘loophole’. For that reason, the broad approach
of a licence being required to shoot red grouse (in any numbers, by any
method, in any area of Scotland) is proposed. However, in recognition
of the limited public concern about low intensity, walked-up shooting,
etc, it is suggested that charges and monitoring/enforcement efforts
should be ‘scaled’ according to criteria related to likely impact on issues
of public interest. If a watertight means of defining the forms of shooting
that cause no public concern could be constructed, it would, however, be
possible to include an appropriate exemption.
The issue of what terms and conditions, and what they might cover, in
relation to ‘ordinary’ licences (that is, those issued initially and applying
to any registered land/applicant who continues to act in full compliance)
depends to a great extent on the intended comprehensiveness of the
scheme. It is, however, likely that all ‘ordinary’ licences should be subject
to the conditions of adequate registration/declarations (as discussed
above), but also on annual reporting and compliance with any inspections/
monitoring carried out by NatureScot (or other relevant authority). At a
minimum, a condition of a licence must require that, each year (within 3
months of the end of the close season), a licensee should submit returns
including the number of birds killed or taken.
Thus, in many ways, subject to the registration/declarations described
above, this form of grouse moor licence would be similar to the existing
general licence57 - and is a development of the approach was first suggested
in the report for RSPB Scotland in March 201958. However, while some
similarity of approach is appropriate, for the reasons set out in section 7,
below, this scheme should have a separate legislative basis – rather than
being ‘shoehorned’ into section 16 of the 1981 Act. In addition, while
sections 16(5), (5A) and (6) provide a great deal of flexibility in relation to
licences under that section (and especially general licences), this flexibility
can itself lead to challenges, including in interpretation, predictability, and
administrative complexities. The approach proposed here seeks to avoid
those challenges – by adopting a more narrow and focused approach. This
means that the legislation and its implementation will be more detailed
but also more predictable and more manageable.
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4. Costs and resources
Wildlife licencing has ‘traditionally’ been cost-free to the applicant. As and
when protection of species was introduced, the provision of exceptions
in appropriate circumstances was largely considered to be permitting the
maintenance of existing rights in those circumstances. This approach has
continued with NatureScot’s current licencing webpage stating: “NatureScot doesn’t charge licence application fees. Nor is there a charge
when we issue you with a licence.”59
However, this approach is not required by the statutes – section 16(5) of the
1981 Act, for instance, states that the “appropriate authority may charge
… such reasonable sum (if any) as they may determine.” In England,
the UK Government and Natural England has begun a phased process of
introducing charges for certain wildlife licences60. SNH/NatureScot has
not (yet) followed this approach – indeed, at the last review (January
2018) the Board decided to maintain the status quo61.
In reaching this decision, the Board were advised62 that the “costs of
delivery of the core licensing service (processing of licence applications
only) by the licensing team is circa £300K per annum. The full cost of
the service, support and management (i.e., including full staff costs) is
c £455K pa” and that the “initial costs of introducing a payment system
would be in the region of £40-60K,” plus “there would be an increase in
transaction costs and the support required to process payments, which
will range from £20k (option 2) to £75K (option 1) and is dependent on the
number and types of licence charged for.”
Based on those costs, SNH estimated that if charging for all licences
sought to recoup all costs associated with delivery of the licensing
service, the charges would need to generate c £455K per annum - or
£172 per licence including management and overheads. In addition, if
the selective approach, taken by Natural England, were adopted (which
offers exemptions from charges in certain circumstances), this “would
reduce income generation to around 10% of the service cost and raise
about £47.5k per annum”.
The Board were further advised of the risks associated with charging
options (either full charges or charges with various exemptions), and
adopted the option recommended by staff – that was, no change and
thus to continue with the no charges policy.
This decision to maintain a policy of no charges may have been appropriate
at the time, and/or in the circumstances at that time. However, as
circumstances change, the policy will undoubtedly be reviewed again.
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Those changing circumstances, to be considered at the next review,
include: • An increasing range of species that can be killed/taken only under
licence, as well as a wider range of land management activities that require
such a licence. As well as the species/activities referred to in this report
(not only red grouse, but also mountain hare and muirburn), additional/
new licencing requirements have recently been introduced for beavers.
All these changes in public policy lead to an increasing workload on the
licencing team, and thus to extra costs – currently met by NatureScot’s
core grant from Government (and thus the general taxpayer).
• Increasing scrutiny and public interest in the licensing processes –
leading to the need to better record and monitor licences issued, the
activities undertaken and to report these to Parliament and public.
This again adds to costs.
• Changing public attitudes to the protection of species and to animal
welfare (which underpins the increased scrutiny referenced above).
Increasingly, while the public accept that killing otherwise protected
species for some reasons can be justified, there is growing evidence
that the public are concerned if such killing is viewed as a ‘right’
and/or as part of the underpinning business plan of a non-essential
recreational activity – this was clear from the Parliamentary debate
leading to the protection/licensing of mountain hares. These changing
attitudes are also reflected in Government decisions to, for instance,
re-introduce sporting rates and policies to align more closely with
other EU/EEA countries than the rest of the UK.
Given the above, and the new additional costs likely to be incurred by the
introduction of licences for in relation to grouse moors, it is recommended
that SNH/NatureScot should, as part of this process, review again their
policy on charging. Indeed, in relation to the new grouse moor licences,
it is recommended that these be introduced, from day one, subject
to a charge that enables full (or significant) cost recovery. Thus, the
administration of the new licencing system, including monitoring, should
be funded by licence fees; and a scheme for such charges should be
developed in the same manner as applies to CAR licences which has a
legal ‘cost-recovery’ element.
If the state (via statute approved by Parliament) has determined that a
non-essential recreational activity should be regulated by licence, it does
seem reasonable that the costs (or most of the costs) of that scheme be
borne by those benefiting and enjoying the rights under the licence. This
is a widely accepted principle across a wide range of licencing schemes
in other sectors, including many of greater public benefit or that would be
deemed more essential (CARs, Planning issues, etc). Such an approach
is also applied in relation to firearms licences, where: “The [UK] Government considers that, in line with the position set out
in ‘Managing Public Money’, firearms licensing fees should, in general,
recover the cost to the Home Office, the Scottish Government and the
police of administering applications.”63
Were the charge to be around £150-200 per licence, per year, (based on
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the estimate of other wildlife licences above), this cost must be viewed
in the context of the revenue/turnover generated by a typical grouse
moor. While costs (to the end user) vary considerably by time of year and
likely bag size, it is estimated that “shoot prices range between £24.00
- £45.00 per bird”64 depending on circumstances, and with bag sizes of
up to or over 100 brace per day being widely advertised, the licence fee
would amount to just a few pence per bird per year.
In addition, as for CAR licences, the charging scheme might be “tapered”
so that those receiving the greatest benefit are charged the most – so
rather than a ‘flat’ per licence per year fee, the charge might be ‘tiered’
in accordance with the size of the area to be licenced or another factor,
such as past or estimated average bag, linked to the potential benefit
gained. In this manner, any charge for limited, walked-up grouse shooting
in areas without intensive management (where red grouse occur at
natural densities) would be purely nominal. On the other hand, where
management is intensive, bag sizes are large, and the potential impact
on matters of public interest is great, the charges would be greater (albeit
still not significant in relation to total revenue).

5. Enforcement and sanctions
Any regulatory system is only as effective as its enforcement which, in
turn, is dependent on the availability (and use) of the sanctions in cases
where breaches are demonstrated. Implicit in the definition of what a
licence permits/prohibits (see section 3, above) is the ultimate sanction
of the effective removal or suspension of shooting rights in relation
to red grouse. Consideration should also be given to whether such a
suspension should or could be extended, where circumstances indicate it
is appropriate, to prohibiting the shooting of some/all other quarry species.
This should be accompanied by the availability, to the licencing authority,
of lesser sanctions for any less serious issues of non-compliance.
Those lesser sanctions would, as described above, include the ability to
amend a licence (by adding specific terms and conditions). However, it
may also be possible to develop a scheme of administrative sanctions
(administrative fines?) that might be imposed by Scottish Ministers and/
or NatureScot.
On that basis, it is important that the legislation provides for the revocation
or amendment of licences, and that the authority applying these sanctions
is required to develop, publish and then to follow a clear process for
making these decisions. This could be based on the existing process
for the restriction of general licences operated by SNH/NatureScot65 - a
process that has successfully repelled legal challenge66. However, while
that process is a useful precedent, much of which can be replicated, the
new grouse moor licence scheme will need to both address some issues
that do not arise with the general licence example but also to address
some operational and cultural issues with the that scheme. One issue
that has arisen (and been recognised) is the flow of information between
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the police and NatureScot; any new scheme must ensure that such an
issue does not arise in the future.
At its heart – if grouse moor licencing is to act as an effective deterrent
to wildlife crime – the application of sanctions must not be dependent
on criminal convictions. As noted earlier, the key reason for the
ineffectiveness of wildlife crime legislation, to date, is the challenges
faced in securing such convictions – in part, as history demonstrates,
because of the ingenuity of suspects in finding ways to avoid detection or
prosecution. Rather, a methodology must be developed that can assess
(on the balance of probabilities and subject to challenge in a civil court)
that wildlife crime has occurred or is occurring, and that it is associated
with the management of a grouse moor.
This system should not replace the criminal offences under Part 1 of the
1981 Act (and the associated enforcement efforts by NatureScot, the
Police and the COPFS) but act as an additional, standalone but interrelated,
deterrent. Thus, section 21 of the 1981 Act could be amended to enable a
court, on conviction of any offence under the Act that appears to it to be
related to the management of a grouse moor, to make an order requiring
the revocation/amendment of the relevant grouse moor licence (and any
relevant section 16 licence), in addition to any prison sentence or fine.
However, as an additional deterrent, the licence sanction must also be
able to be operated where no convictions have been possible. There are
numerous examples of cases where it is clear (both beyond reasonable
doubt and on the balance of probabilities) that a crime has occurred,
that the effect of that crime is an ‘improvement’ in the numbers of red
grouse/the shooting experience and thus that it was likely to have been
committed by (or with the knowledge) of those responsible for the grouse
moor. Such crimes do not result in no conviction because they have not
occurred, but because the police and prosecution are unable to identify a
single individual responsible.
The new grouse moor licencing authority therefore need to develop a
methodology of monitoring both wildlife and grouse moor management
and develop a series of criteria to be used to determine that unlawful
act(s) are likely to have occurred and that they are likely to be associated
with grouse moor management. Application of monitoring data, including
relevant information from satellite tags, as well as information received
from the police and others, against these criteria should lead to decisions
about sanctions – and the level(s) of sanctions to be applied.

6. Monitoring and reporting
To deliver the objectives of the scheme, as well as fully comply with
the principles of good regulation, there will be a need for monitoring and
reporting – as well as appropriate transparency.
In relation to monitoring, the Scottish Government and/or its relevant
agencies will need to ensure adequate monitoring of both desired
outcomes (especially the number and distribution of protected predators),
as well as of activities undertaken under the licence and of compliance,

especially in relation to any conditions attached. Some of this should be
collated from reports submitted to the licencing authority by the licensees,
but this should be complemented by information collected by appropriate
(targeted) inspections.
The results of the above monitoring should be available to the public and
Parliament to ensure transparency. This might be achieved by a number
of routes. First, routine (non-personal) information should be available via
the online portal – to show where valid licences have been issued, what
terms and conditions apply and, when necessary, whether a licence has
been revoked or amended. While matters such as addresses and phone
numbers should be withheld, it should be (in line with the Government’s
approach to transparency) possible to identify the responsible person
and the declared owner/beneficiary of the shooting rights. This would
be similar to information made available by NatureScot under their
existing functions regarding deer culling, and to Scottish Forestry’s Public
Registers regarding woodland management.67
In addition, it might be appropriate for SNH/NatureScot to be required to
publish an annual summary of statistics setting out the number of licences
issued, the area to which these apply, the total bags returned, etc – along
with a summary of their inspection, monitoring and enforcement activity.
Finally, it would also be appropriate for the Scottish Ministers to undertake,
say, every ten years, a full review of the scheme and its effectiveness
and, if necessary, propose amendments to improve its effectiveness
Taken together, the monitoring and reporting proposals set out here
should provide for full transparency – to licensees, to Parliament, and to
the public.

7. New legislation and policy
To deliver a licensing scheme for grouse shooting would, as is widely
recognised and given the current statutory basis for grouse shooting, in
Part 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended in Scotland),
require new primary legislation. Some ideas for the nature of this new
legislation are set out in detail in annex 2. Those ideas present a possible
approach to amending the 1981 Act to provide a new legislative basis for
the type of licensing scheme presented in this report.
The ideas, presented in annex 2, are – in effect - for a new type of “grouse
moor licence” under new provisions within Part 1 of the 1981. In making
those proposals, two other approaches were rejected. These were (1) to
build grouse moor licences into s.16 and (2) for grouse moor licences to
be introduced under new ‘stand-alone’ legislation.
First, the section 16 route was rejected as this provides for a conceptually
different form of licence. The s.16 licences permit what would be
otherwise be unlawful for specific reasons and in the absence of other
satisfactory solutions. Thus, s.16 recognises that the public interest is
in the protection of the species concerned – and that the presumption
is that those species should be stay protected, unless another public
interest (the purposes in s.16(1) and (3)) is sufficient to override the
protection. Moreover, any agreement to override the protection must be
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a ‘last resort’ – hence, the references to “no other satisfactory solution”
and to “a selective basis”.
By contrast, the proposed concept underpinning a scheme for grouse
moor licences should be that there is a presumption that the moor can/
should operate – but that the requirement for a licence is a means to
ensure that such operation is lawful and in the public interest. As such, it
would be wrong to add “for the purposes of grouse shooting to s.16(1)” –
as this could, in effect and inappropriately, add this as a public interest for
which any form of licence overriding species protection could be sought.
Moreover, if the s.16 approach were taken, complex drafting would be
needed to disapply some other key provisions (for example, no other
satisfactory solution) from this form of licence.
Secondly, the conceptual basis for the grouse moor licence also suggests
that additional provisions related to, for example, registration and the basis
for amendment/revocation are necessary and these should be specific to
grouse moor licences,
Thus, if an amended s.16 is not appropriate for the new grouse moor
licences, why not simply use the new legislation as a stand-alone “grouse
moor licence law”? Historically, grouse (and other game) shooting was
subject to the ancient Game (Scotland) Acts – these were, however,
repealed by the Wildlife and Natural Environment (Scotland) Act 2011
with those provisions necessary to remain in force (for example, close
seasons) added to Part 1 of the 1981 Act, which already governed the
shooting of other bird species (for example, wildfowl). Thus, it seems
more sensible to maintain and continue this approach of incorporating
new legislation related to the shooting of birds into the 1981 Act.
The approach proposed in annex 2 is therefore, to create a new form
of licence for the operation of grouse moors – within Part 1 of the 1981
Act but distinct from section 16. This approach would need, of course,
to be accompanied by a range of new policies and operating procedures,
produced by the Scottish Government and/or NatureScot; some of these
might be developed as part of the pre-legislative consultation and/or to
support the Bill’s policy memorandum.
Considered in the context of the serious environmental impacts
associated with grouse shooting (discussed earlier) and the ongoing
attempts of successive governments to address wildlife crime (so far
without success), these proposals are consistent with the principles of
good regulation. These principles are: • Proportionality
Regulators should intervene only when necessary. Remedies should be
appropriate to the risk posed, and costs identified and minimised.
• Accountability
Regulators should be able to justify decisions and be subject to public
scrutiny.
• Consistency
Government rules and standards must be joined up and implemented
fairly.
• Transparency

Regulators should be open, and keep regulations simple and user-friendly.
• Targeting
Regulation should be focused on the problem and minimise side effects.
In addition, the ideas presented here should be consistent with the
Government’s obligations to operate in compliance with the laws on
humans rights – as well as policy to demonstrate leadership in this area.
In being proportionate and targets, the subject of law and addressing
an issue of considerable public interest, the proposals should not be
inconsistent with compliance with human rights responsibilities.
Although no legal opinion on these proposals has been sought, RSPB
Scotland (on behalf of Scottish Environment LINK) has previously sought
Counsel’s opinion in relation to proposals for a statutory scheme to
ensure sustainable deer management. These, as would the issue of
grouse licencing, engaged the challenge of determining whether statutory
intervention was permissible in the light of Article 1 of the First Protocol.
In relation to deer management, in 2010, James Wolffe QC wrote: “It would, in my opinion, generally be a mistake to take the view that any
particular statutory scheme providing for controls over the use of land,
would a priori be incompatible with Article 1 of the First Protocol. The
question of compatibility can only be assessed: (a) under reference to the
aim which the legislation pursues; (b) upon consideration of whether the
particular restriction, control or scheme will effectively achieve that aim
(and whether there are some less onerous arrangements which would do
so effectively); and (c) upon consideration of whether or not the particular
restriction, control or scheme is one which, in19 view of the aim which
it pursues, strikes a fair balance between the general interest and the
private interests of proprietors. Accordingly, the question of whether a
statutory system of deer management planning would be compatible with
Article 1 of the First Protocol cannot be answered without addressing
those issues.”
“If the Parliament were to conclude, on adequate grounds, that the
Ministers’ proposed amendments would not, in fact, effectively secure
those legitimate public policy aims, Article 1 of the First Protocol would
not, in my view, preclude the Parliament enacting other provisions which
would in fact, in the judgment of the Parliament, achieve those ends provided the scheme was framed in such a manner as to strike a fair balance
between the general interest and the interests of individual proprietors,
or at least in such a manner as to allow any public authority which might
be charged with exercising powers under the scheme to operate the
scheme in a manner which would be compatible with Convention rights.
It would of course be necessary that any such public authority should
impose restrictions and obligations on land managers only where and
to the extent that this was justified by relevant public interests and that
in doing so, any such authority should strike a fair balance between the
public interest in question and the interests of individual proprietors.”
In addition, of course, today, the Government would also wish to consider
the right of all Scots to experience a healthy environment – and include
this within its assessment and balancing of rights.

Grouse shooting vs grouse moor management

The previous chapter, and the proposals therein, represent a means
to licence “grouse shooting”. This would fulfil the “Werritty report”
recommendation: “that a licensing scheme be introduced for the shooting of grouse…. “
However, it is notable that the Scottish Government response to this
recommendation stated:
“We intend to bring forward the legislation to license grouse moor
management during the next parliamentary term.”
This latter approach reflects the wider concerns, described earlier,
and addressed in the Werritty report, with various activities other than
shooting per se associated with grouse moor management. These
relate to issues such a burning, mountain hare control, methods used
for legal predator control, use of medicated grit, use of lead ammunition
and the unregulated construction of tracks. These issues are, of course,
subject to separate recommendations in the Werritty report and separate
Government responses (or, indeed, by separate processes). This is
because many of these issues are already subject to regulatory processes
and decisions, separate to the main issue of grouse shooting, and that in
some cases they involve not just grouse shooting but also other activities
(for example, muirburn is also carried out by sheep farmers and mountain
hare control by foresters).
It could be that “to license grouse moor management” and a licencing
scheme “for the shooting of grouse” are, in effect, the same as without
permission to shoot grouse it is unlikely that grouse moor management
activities would occur. This seems both logical and means that proposals
in this report (along with parallel measures being implemented postWerritty for muirburn, mountain hares, etc) will collectively constitute both
the licensing of “grouse shooting” and of “grouse moor management”.
However, such an approach may also be considered ‘fragmented’ and
may lead to complaints of ‘too many different regulations’, generating
calls for a single ‘integrated approach to grouse moors’. This might be
said to be akin to the Werritty recommendation regarding “a Code of
Practice on grouse shooting be produced reflecting regulation specific
to the sector and advising on best management practices”. This could
be thought to be similar to the Moorland Forum’s work to produce a
“Principles of Moorland Management” – however, this process has been
dominated by land management interests and is predicated on an overtly
voluntary approach.
If such a Code is be developed, therefore, it must be produced
independently, by Government or regulators (albeit, of course, with
stakeholder consultation), and be sufficiently specific to be enforceable. As
such, a Code of that nature might form a future part of a single integrated
licencing system. That approach should, however, be for the future – if/
when a Code is produced, and its specificity and enforceability can be
determined. Such future ‘integration’ for grouse moors would also need
to address ‘residual’ users – such as hill farmers carrying out muirburn
(although it was clear that Werritty expected new muirburn regulation to
cover all).

The one exception to this approach relates to the use of medicated grit
– which, in relation to ‘wild’ birds, is restricted in practice to red grouse.
The Werritty report recommends a specific code of practice on this, and
compliance with such a code should be a condition of a licence to shoot
grouse. Thus, it is important that such a code is developed to be specific
and monitorable, with compliance reported and enforced using the new
licencing system68. As with any wider code of good practice, it is important
that this is produced independently, by Government or regulators (albeit,
of course, with stakeholder consultation), and not by practitioners.
Thus, it is recommended that, at least in the short-term, the new grouse
moor licence (while related to the moor geographically and subject to
conditions related to grit) be a “licence to shoot grouse” rather than a
“licence for grouse moor management”. Should a decision be taken,
in the future, to combine this with other regulatory tools (for example,
the new licences for hares, for muirburn, or regulations on traps use)
and introduce a more integrated approach, these should be added in a
“modular” approach. The possibility of this modular/integrated approach
should not, of course, delay the development and introduction of separate
licences related to mountain hares or muirburn, or the improvement of
regulations for traps – this should happen in parallel to the grouse shooting
licence (and, if appropriate, they can be conjoined later).
Nevertheless, the initial, narrow grouse shooting licence should be
developed to permit (should it be decided to do so) the addition of these
other modules – a process that should, of course, be subject to further
debate and consultation. If long-term integration of regulation is pursued,
it might be that this is undertaken via an “whole estate or whole farm
management plan” approach. This was recently proposed by the Scottish
Land Commission69 – and it could be that approval of a management plan
might be a vehicle by which a range of separate subsidies and licences
were granted to a land manager.
The development of any integrated land management planning approach,
as part of delivering both Government support and regulation of land
management is, however, a matter for the longer-term – and would also
require debate about governance structures (see above).
In the short-term, however, it is recommended that the Scottish
Government’s commitments be implemented by means of a grouse
shooting licence, as set out in this report. Alongside this and to encourage
more sustainable grouse moor management, other measures are
necessary, including: • Continued and improved efforts by NatureScot, the Police and COPFS
to investigate and prosecute wildlife crime.
• The regulation of muirburn. This should only permit burning under
licence – with a clear presumption against any burning on peat with
a depth of over 30cm, and clear public interest criteria to be applied
where burning is allowed elsewhere70.
68
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•
•
•
•

The full protection of mountain hares, with any control to be permitted
only under licence.
The strengthening of regulations on the use of traps and snares for
legal predator control, and their improved enforcement.
The phasing out and statutory ban of lead ammunition in all forms of
shooting71.
Increased scrutiny and regulation of the construction of hill tracks72.

Other related issues
1. Administration

An important aspect of any regulation scheme is the operation of its
administration. The ease of administration for both the licensee and
the licencing authority contributes greatly to its reputation. However,
this must not be an overriding consideration – to retain credibility the
scheme must also be robustly applied, with adequate reporting and full
transparency to Parliament and the public, and enforcement action taken
swiftly where necessary.
Balancing those, often conflicting, demands has always been a challenge
for public bodies but it is one that experienced regulators have met
increasingly successfully in recent years. In part, this has been assisted
by the kind of strategy and risk-based approach to inspections and
enforcement adopted, for instance, by SEPA73. Elements of this approach,
including the higher levels of scrutiny at the ”criminal/chancer” end of
their compliance spectrum, should be adopted in implementing this new
licencing scheme. Thus, it should be expected that SNH/NatureScot,
if appointed the licencing authority, devise an administrative system
that focuses monitoring, inspection checks, and enforcement on those
areas where grouse shooting, and its associated management, is most
intensive. Thus, in areas with naturally occurring densities of red grouse
and occasional, walked-up shooting, as well as only nominal fees, it should
be expected that administrative burdens were limited.
Increasing use of online tools to administer the applications and issuing of
licences has also improved the processes for all parties – so long as the
system is able to function for applicants with limited or poor broadband
connections. Experience from NatureScot’s developing online platform
for licence applications74 as well as the Scottish Government’s Rural
Payments system (especially in relation to mapping/land registration)
should be used in developing a new system. Forestry and Land Scotland’s
use of GIS to co-ordinate its deer management work also provides
important experience.

2. Culture

A second aspect of any regulatory regime – and the success/credibility it
iucn-uk-peatlandprogramme.org/sites/default/files/2020-04/IUCN%20UK%20PP%20
Burning%20and%20Peatlands%20Position%20Paper%202020%20Update.pdf
71
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72
https://www.scotlink.org/our-work/our-land/hill-tracks/
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https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/219427/one-planet-prosperity-our-regulatory-strategy.pdf
74
https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/protected-areas-and-species/
licensing/online-licensing-system

has – is the culture, both within the industry being regulated and that of
the regulator. The issue of culture within the grouse shooting community
was discussed in the Werritty report which recommended:
“That as much as possible should be done to change the culture of grouse
moor management to accept more loss of grouse to avian predators and
to allow these predators to nest locally.”
The Scottish Government response to this recommendation was to
indicate that they would “write to stakeholder groups representing grouse
moor managers and ask them to consider what action they can take to
promote a change in culture within their organisation and to provide us
with information on how they intend to take this forward.”
It is not known if this action has been taken or, if not, for when it is
planned – however, RSPB Scotland will wish to engage and support,
where possible.
However, two other aspects of culture within the shooting community
are worthy of discussion and deserve action by Government, regulators,
eNGOs and the sports own representative bodies. These both
include elements of the attitude to avian predators, but a wider, more
comprehensive engagement and discussion might prove more productive.
These are the attitude to and response to the concept of regulation per
se and the culture or attitude to what is a ‘successful’ or ‘good’ day’s
grouse shooting (that is, the ‘big bag’ culture, where quantity overrides
quality).
On regulation, the historical context, briefly reviewed earlier, whereby
grouse shooting has been one of the few sectors of land management
or land use change to be subject to few regulations, has led to a general
attitude of opposing any regulation. Given the extent to which other
sectors are regulated (especially by planning or fisheries, agriculture or
forestry law and policy), this should change. While there are appropriate
arguments against excessive regulation, and a strong case can be made
for “better regulation”, where an activity has significant impacts on the
public interest, there should no longer be any reason to oppose sensible
regulation in principle. Given the Scottish Government’s announcement
of its plans to introduce a licencing scheme will mean (absent a surprising
election result in May 2021) that such a scheme is now inevitable, it is
to be hoped that the shooting community accept this, in principle, and
engage in constructive discussion about the nature of such a scheme.
In relation to the culture related to the “shooting experience”, it should
be noted that driven grouse shooting is almost unique in global terms in
practising high input-high output management model (in a hitherto lightly
regulated environment). In that regard, it is the “high input-high output’
element that generates the conflicts with the public interest, discussed
above, and which new regulations will seek to address. This recent trend
and demand for ever higher outputs has led, according to campaigners,
to the intensification of management to maximise ‘bags’75 and contrasts
with more traditional ‘walked-up’ shooting.
It has therefore also been suggested that should shooting culture adopt
75

http://www.andywightman.com/docs/LACS_Grouse_Report_2015.pdf

an approach that ‘values’ sporting quality (including, for example, the
experience of witnessing quarry in a natural setting) more than pure
numbers of birds shot, it would result in greater sustainability – and fewer
challenges. It is welcome that, despite the mainstream voices often
appearing not to move from old ‘traditional’ attitudes76, some voices in
the shooting community (which ought to be embraced/encouraged) are
already raising such issues: -

Such an approach would bring gamebird shooting in the UK more into line
with hunting regimes elsewhere in the world – which, when well-managed,
are recognised as important aspects of sustainable development and
the conservation of biodiversity. For example, Parties to the Convention
on Biological Diversity have adopted the Addis Ababa Principles and
Guidelines on “sustainability in the use of biological diversity”77 while the
European Commission has produced guidance on sustainable hunting as
its compatibility with the Birds Directive78.
It must be hoped, therefore, that any debate about the shooting
community’s culture also includes a debate about the nature and quality of
gamebird hunting – and recognition of the benefits of a more sustainable
approach, both to the industry, and to the reduction of conflicts with
regulators and/or environmentalists.
As the RSPB’s chairman said in announcing the results of its review of
shooting policy: “Many shooters recognise that things aren’t right and are keen to end
environmentally damaging activities. They clearly see that intensity of
management from some shoots has created an uncertain future for the
industry because of growing public concern about the consequences of
their actions. We want these people to be allies at the forefront of change
76
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and we are ready to work with them to bring it about.”79
As indicated earlier, the success of a licencing schemes depends not
only on the cultural attitudes of the regulated industry, but also of that of
the licencing authority. The role of any regulator is always under scrutiny
from those being regulated and those representing the public interest that
the regulations seek to protect – as well as Government and Parliament
with an interest on half of both those ‘constituencies’.
A regulator will, therefore, always be criticised and challenged – that
is part of the development and debate about effective and efficient
regulation and should be welcomed. In the area of wildlife management,
SNH/NatureScot has been challenged by those it regulates80 and by
those representing the public interest81. This, as well as healthy debate
(in Parliament and in the media) will continue – and there will undoubtedly
be increasing demands for better or clearer processes to ensure that the
law is applied robustly or that inappropriate licences have been issued82.
Equally, there will always be opposition to existing or new regulation83 or
calls for the reduction in “unnecessary red tape”84.
In the context of this healthy debate as well as a situation in which its
licencing responsibilities are likely to be significantly expanded (hares,
grouse shooting and muirburn at least), NatureScot will wish to adopt
a strategic approach. Perhaps, adopting some of the concepts from
SEPA’s regulatory strategy85, this would enable a culture that focuses on
environmental outcomes and clear compliance with the law, while within
that framework seeking to enable effective and efficient operation of the
administration.

3. Other species

This report has focused on the issue of red grouse shooting. This is
because it is the most serious issue and one that is the focus of debate
in the light of the “Werritty report” and the Scottish Government’s
response. However, other gamebirds and other species are also subject
to recreational shooting in Scotland. Some of this, or the associated
management activities, may or could in future have environmental or
other impacts that justify enhanced regulatory intervention.
The most significant of this is the issue of the release of large numbers
of non-native common pheasants and red-legged partridges. A recent
review of evidence, for the RSPB, concluded that these releases are
79
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“steadily increasing with an estimated 57 million birds released in 2016”
and that “this scale of non-native gamebird release exceeds any similar
activity in Europe or North America.”86
As a result of this scale of release, individuals of these two species
represent a quarter to one half (varying by time of year) of all the wild
bird biomass in the UK87. What environmental impact this has is less
clear – there will be both positive and negative impacts88. However, a
recent review by defra, in relation to England, has concluded that there
may be negative impacts on protected areas, albeit they believe these
to be localised89. As a result of that finding, the Secretary of State has
committed to introduce, in England, a “new interim licensing regime for
the 2021 releases of common pheasant and red-legged partridge within
European protected sites and within a 500m buffer zone around these
sites.” A consultation on specific proposals for this licencing scheme was
launched in February 202190.
In Scotland, the Government considers that:
“there is little evidence to show that gamebirds are causing damage to
European sites in Scotland, however NatureScot will continue to monitor
the situation closely.”91
However, while the government also considers that, on designated sites
any potentially damaging releases could be regulated by means of the
“operations requiring consent” approach, no such restrictions have yet
to be applied92.
Away from designated sites, however, section 14(2A) of the 1981 Act, as
amended for Scotland, means that such releases are totally unregulated.
This is, in part, because of the Government’s rejection of a “futureproofing” amendment at the time when section 14(2A) was introduced
by the Wildlife and Natural Environment (Scotland) Act 201193.
While the proposals in this report focus on red grouse, the opportunity
created by this debate about gamebird shooting should also be used to
highlight the potential impacts of the release, in ever greater numbers, of
common pheasants and red-legged partridges. Efforts should be focused
on: • More proactive monitoring of the scale and impacts of these
releases in Scotland.
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• Securing an amendment to section 14(2A) to enable, if necessary,
the targeted regulation of releases.
Other gamebirds that are (or have been) shot in Scotland are Capercaillie,
Black grouse, Ptarmigan and Grey Partridge. Capercaillie is a species
of significant conservation concern and has, since 2001, been fully
protected94. The other species all remain legal quarry but are also subject
to conservation measures and advice to limit shooting – not least by
responsible sporting interests95. The proposals in the report for red
grouse should not affect any of these species – or management for their
conservation or shooting.
However, it should be noted that that the protection of capercaillie
represented a move from quarry status to protected status due to its
declining population. A similar situation applies to the voluntary limitations
on the shooting of black grouse. These both represent the ‘moving’ of
a species from quarry status to protected or partially protected, due
to changes in their conservation status, in these cases, to population
declines. Conversely, of course, if populations recover, there is not
scientific reason why the status could not change in the other direction.
To date, of course, the situation has been that gamebirds may be either
protected or quarry with no ‘middle option’ but these proposals for red
grouse create such an option – one of quarry by subject to the terms
and conditions of a relevant licence. The power for Ministers to vary
schedules, by Order, in section 22 of the 1981 would enable the Scottish
Government, if populations declined further and circumstances justified,
to add for instance ptarmigan or black grouse to the new Schedule 2, Part
1B – thus allowing regulated shooting as a “halfway house” between
the current situation and full protection. Conversely, should capercaillie
populations recovers, Ministers might consider that limited, regulated
shooting could allowed before any full return to the situation before 2001.
Thus, while the proposals in this report for red grouse, do not directly affect
the status of or shooting of other gamebird species, it should be noted
that they do, in effect, establish a more flexible approach for all species
– enabling the more gradual introduction or reversal of restrictions, if or
when deemed appropriate.
Beyond gamebirds, there is also a wider “shooting community” and
shooting of other species, both for recreation and the control of certain
species. This includes wildfowling, the shooting of pigeons and crows, as
well as ‘ground game’ (such as rabbits and brown hares). To date, there is
little, if any, concern about the environmental impacts of these activities
(beyond the use of, and need to prohibit, lead ammunition). Issues related
to close seasons and other regulations are set out in the 1981 Act and
other legislation and must be applied. However, it is important to stress
that these matters should be unaffected by any legislation related to red
grouse (and/or other gamebirds).
Finally, the management of wild deer in Scotland involves both
recreational shooting (“stalking”) as well as management culls. This has
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been subject to a recent Scottish Government commissioned review96
– and a formal Government response (including perhaps proposals
for legislation) is expected soon. Although a separate issue, there are
overlaps in geographic range and interests (land managers, regulators,
and environmental concerns). In addition, for reasons of Parliamentary
time management, it may be that any new grouse licencing and deer
management legislation is combined into the same bill. For all these
reasons, awareness of the overlaps and interactions is important – both
the ensure that actions in one area do not conflict with those in another
as well as to ensure the cross-fertilisation of good practice.

Conclusions
The Scottish Government is now committed, subject to the outcome of
the 2021 election, to introducing a scheme for the licencing of grouse
shooting in Scotland. In the light of the regulatory context and the principles
of good regulatory practice, this report has reviewed developments and
has set out how such a scheme may be implemented. It addresses both
the necessary legislation and the subsequent implementation.
The report has set out what grouse moor licences may look like, in the
light of the reasons for their introduction. It has considered who should
be so licenced and who should be the licencing authority, and it has
considered what a licence permits/prohibits. In providing a full description
of such a scheme, it has considered the costs and resources necessary,
issues of enforcement and sanctions, as well as the need for monitoring
and reporting.
Having described such a scheme, the new legislation and policy required
for its introduction is discussed. Annex 2 summarises the nature of
new legislation that should be passed by the Scottish Parliament. A bill
proposing such legislation, would be supported by a policy memorandum.
This and/or other supporting documents should set out the Scottish
Government’s implementation plans, including: •
•
•
•
•
•

Intention to delegate to SNH/NatureScot.
Description of proposed administrative arrangements and costs.
Guidance on the registration arrangements and requirements relating
to a “responsible person” (definition and responsibilities of that
person).
Proposed approach to the setting of charges.
Proposed policies (and criteria) to be deployed in determining when
and how to exercise the power to amend/revoke any licence.
Proposals related to the likely content of the annual returns to be
submitted by each licensee, and some indication of how these would
be aggregated and published.

Given the nature of the proposals made (for a narrowly based licence
for grouse shooting), the report discusses how this sits with the issue
of regulating associated management activities. It concludes that the
separate regulatory processes are underway in relation to all these issues,
except the use of medicated grit. Thus, the grouse shooting licence should
be seen, in the short-term, as primarily a means to provide a stronger and
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more effective deterrent against wildlife crime. In the longer-term, it is
recognised that debates about integrated regulation, management plans
for whole estates/farms, etc may lead to a more ‘joined-up’ approach.
However, such an approach may also need a wider review and reform of
governance across all the Government functions/agencies related to land
management.
The report reviews the administration systems necessary to implement
such a scheme, and the cultural aspects of new regulation (both for the
regulated industry and the regulator). It also considers whether there are
any consequences or impacts on the regulation of other related shooting
activities. As proposed, it concludes that there should be no such impacts
– but also notes the potential more flexible approach that is, in effect,
introduced for the protection or shooting of all gamebird species. It does
reiterate previous concerns about the unregulated releases of pheasants
and red-legged partridges and suggests that the opportunity of reforms
to the 1981 Act should be taken to “future proof” section 14(2A).
Finally, the report notes the parallel consideration and development of
policies related to deer management in Scotland. As any such legislation
is likely to be considered at the same time as that for red grouse,
awareness of the overlaps and interactions is important.
The proposals offered in this report provide the basis by which the Scottish
Government can fulfil its commitment, post-Werritty, to introduce the
licencing of grouse shooting in Scotland. Other commitments made in
response to the Werritty report are either already being delivered (e.g.,
mountain hares) or would need separate/additional legislation or policy to
deliver. However, this report has worked on the basis that, for instance,
licencing of muirburn, while separate, would be delivered in parallel.

ANNEX 1:The recommendations of the Grouse Moor
Management Group (GMMG or “Werritty”), along with the
formal Scottish Government response and their stated
‘next steps’97.
GMMG (“Werritty”) recommen- Scottish
dations
Government
response
Licencing
• We unanimously recommend that a licensing scheme be introduced for the
shooting of grouse if, within five years
from the Scottish Government publishing this report, there is no marked
improvement in the ecological sustainability of grouse moor management,
as evidenced by the populations of
breeding Golden Eagles, Hen Harriers
and Peregrines on or within the vicinity
of grouse moors being in favourable
condition.
• That a framework Code of Practice on
grouse shooting be produced reflecting regulation specific to the sector
and advising on best management
practices. If statutory provisions are included, the Code would need approval
by Scottish Ministers with SNH having
oversight and ownership.
• That in accordance with the remit to
“ensure that grouse moor management continues to contribute to the rural economy” we do not recommend
that grouse shooting be banned
• That an accreditation scheme on
grouse moor management should be
developed following widespread consultation across the grouse shooting
sector.

Next steps

The Scottish Gov- •
ernment agrees
that a licensing
scheme should be
introduced. However, we believe
that it should be
implemented earlier than the fiveyear timeframe
suggested by the
review group.
•
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We intend to
bring forward
the legislation
to license
grouse moor
management
during the next
parliamentary
term. This will
be preceded by
a full public and
stakeholder
consultation.
The legislation
will be accompanied by a
new Code of
Practice

GMMG (“Werritty”) recommen- Scottish
dations
Government
response

Next steps

Mountain hares
• That the shooting of Mountain Hares
should be subject to increased legal
regulation.
• That, where the shooting of Mountain Hares is to be undertaken, land
managers should be required to report
annually to SNH the number of Mountain Hares present (using a standard
counting method) and numbers shot
on an area of land.
• That shooting of Mountain Hares
should only be undertaken at the
times licensed and in compliance with
a Code of Practice on the management of Mountain Hares.
• That, to address concerns about the
reliability of Mountain Hare numbers,
SNH should generate a more robust
evidence-base on the distribution,
numbers and management influences
on Mountain Hares to better inform
management as well as Article 17
reporting to the Scottish Government
and the EU.
• That adaptive management research
should be used to determine relationships between local populations and
numbers killed, to help inform and
improve management recommendations over time to promote favourable
conservation status for Mountain
Hares in Scotland.
• That SNH embark on achieving a count
of Mountain Hare numbers across
Scotland, not just on grouse moors
nor just where they are being shot.
• That a Code of Practice on the management of Mountain Hares, including
legally enforceable reporting requirements, should be developed.
• That should the conservation status of
Mountain Hares prove to be ‘unfavourable’ then a licensing system for the
shooting of Mountain Hares should be
introduced.

•

The Scottish Government agrees
that the shooting
of mountain hares
should be subject
to increased regulation.

•

•

We will shortly
lay legislation
to commence
the relevant
provisions of
the AWPPP Act
to give greater protection
to mountain
hares.
The current
open season
for mountain
hares, which
is due to end
on 28 February
2021, will be
the last such
‘open season’.
From 1 March
2021 mountain
hare will only
be able to be
killed under
licence from
NatureScot and
only for the
purposes listed
in section 16 of
the Wildlife and
Countryside
Act 1981.

GMMG (“Werritty”) recommen- Scottish
dations
Government
response

Next steps

Muirburn
• That muirburn should be subject to
increased legal regulation
• This should apply to all muirburn, not
only on grouse moors.
• That the Scottish Government should
increase regulatory control relating to
the Muirburn Code
• That SNH [NatureScot] and [the
Scottish Government] Rural Payments
and Inspections Directorate (RPID)
should be given power and resources
to monitor adherence to the Muirburn
Code by any land manager carrying
out muirburn, whether or not they are
in receipt of muirburn-related support
payments
• That increased training should be
required for any land manager directly
involved in setting and managing fires
• That the Muirburn Code should be
subject to regular updates to represent
best available knowledge and consideration of predicted changes in climate
that might require additional changes
to parts of the Code. That this process
be subject to expert peer-review
• That a fire danger rating system for
Scotland should be introduced to
better support decision-making about
where and when to burn
• That the Scottish Government explore
changes to the current RPID support
payments that would discourage
malpractice more effectively than the
current very limited breach and penalty
powers
• That the Muirburn Code published in
2017 should be updated to include the
Supplement to the Code: A guide to
Best Practice
• That muirburn should be unlawful
unless carried out under a licence.

•

The Scottish Government agrees
that muirburn
should be subject
to tighter regulation and oversight
and that in future
it should only be
undertaken under
licence from NatureScot.

•

•

During the next
parliamentary
term, following
a full public
consultation,
we will bring
forward the
legislation
necessary to
enhance the
monitoring and
regulation of
muirburn and
to introduce
a licensing
regime.
We will also
bring forward
legislation
within the next
parliament to
ban muirburn
on peatland
(expect in very
limited cases
as part of an
approved habitat restoration
programme).
And we will
undertake a
review of the
current definition of peatland, taking
expert advice
on whether
it should be
revised, and a
stricter definition imposed.

GMMG (“Werritty”) recommen- Scottish
dations
Government
response
Traps
• That new legislation should be introduced to make it a legal requirement
that it becomes an offence to set or
operate a trap without an operator having successfully completed a course
run by an approved and accredited
body and dealing with the relevant
category of trap (cage and/or spring).
A trap operator who has successfully
completed a relevant trap training
course should apply to their local police station for a unique identification
number which must be attached to all
traps that are set.
• That any operator dealing with the
relevant category of trap (cage and/or
spring) should undergo refresher training at least once every ten years.

Next steps

The Scottish Gov- •
ernment accepts
the need for
greater regulation
of the use of traps
for land management purposes in
Scotland.

We will amend
the legislation
to strengthen
the use and
monitoring of
traps as part of
our work to develop a licensing regime for
grouse moor
management.

GMMG (“Werritty”) recommen- Scottish
dations
Government
response

Next steps

Medicated grit and environmental monitoring
• That there should be wider Continuing
Professional Development training
for veterinary surgeons on the use of
medicated grit.
• That the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) should initiate a
desk-based study to determine the appropriate nature and extent of a monitoring programme to ascertain whether Flubendazole [the active chemical,
used in medicated grit] residues exist
in water bodies on or downstream
from where it is being used, including
in association with grouse moors, to
conduct such a monitoring programme
and to report on its findings.
• SNH should publish a Code of Practice
on the use of medicated grit and that
all land managers should adhere to
said code.
• SNH should have powers to check
compliance with the Code of Practice.
• • That if after 5 years or less, following
introduction of the Code of Practice,
non-compliance is still widespread, the
option of introducing increased legal
control should be considered.
• Food Standards Scotland should
undertake work to identify the level
of Flubendazole residue in grouse
that are inimical to human health and
establish appropriate monitoring.
• That should the associated risk provide necessary, future monitoring of
Cryptosporidium in connection with
the use of medicated grit, should be
undertaken.

•

The Scottish Government agrees
that monitoring
of Flubendazole
residue in grouse
should continue
and that a code
of practice on the
use of medicated
grit should be
developed.

•

•

•

The Scottish
Government
will publish the
findings of the
SEPA deskbased study.
The Veterinary
Medicines
Directorate
will continue
to undertake
monitoring in
line with current practice.
If notified of
an unsatisfactory result by
the Veterinary
Medicines
Directorate,
Food Standards
Scotland will
undertake appropriate action
to assess and
manage any
risks to the
food supply
chain.
The Scottish
Government
will work with
stakeholders
to produce
guidance on
best management practices
for the use of
medicated grit.
We will also
convene an
expert group to
consider how
best to monitor
compliance
with the code
of practice going forward.

GMMG (“Werritty”) recommen- Scottish
dations
Government
response
Penalties and sentencing
• That with the establishment of the
Scottish Sentencing Council in October 2015, sentencing guidelines are
developed for wildlife offences.
• That, in light of announced consultations, the following recommendations
of the Wildlife Crime Penalties Review
Group (Poustie Review) should be
enacted:
o That maximum penalties available on
summary conviction at least for the more
serious offences, are raised to at least a
£40,000 fine and up to 12 months imprisonment.
o That conviction on indictment is more
commonly made available across the
range of wildlife offences with a maximum
term of imprisonment of up to 5 years.
This would not necessarily require a standalone Act but could be achieved as part
of the next Criminal Justice or Criminal
Proceedings Act.
o That forfeiture provisions are extended
and these and other alternative penalties
are made consistent across the range of
wildlife legislation as appropriate.
o That where a firearm or shotgun is
involved in the commission of a wildlife
crime, the court should have the power to
cancel the relevant certificate, as is already
the case in the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996.
o That consideration should be given to
amending firearms legislation which is
reserved to the UK Parliament to allow the
Chief Constable to withdraw a shotgun
certificate where such a weapon has been
involved in the commission of a wildlife
crime not just on grounds of public safety
but also on the grounds of a threat to the
safety of wildlife.
• Given the fragmented nature of current
wildlife legislation, we recommend consolidation of this area of law (as recommended by Poustie).

Next steps

The Wildlife Crime •
Penalties Review
Group report
(the ‘Poustie’
review) was
published on 19
November 2015
and the Scottish
Government has
accepted all of the
recommendations
of the report.

On 16th November 2020
an SSI was laid
in the Scottish
Parliament to
commence
specified provisions of the
AWPPP Act,
including those
relating to higher penalties for
wildlife crimes.
The new higher
penalties will
come into force
on 30th November 2020.

GMMG (“Werritty”) recommen- Scottish
dations
Government
response

Next steps

Birds of prey
• That there should be no change in the
legal status of any bird-of-prey species
in Scotland.
• That where particular species are perceived to be limiting the populations of
red and or amber-listed ground-nesting
birds, including Red Grouse, greater
use should be made of the Wildlife &
Countryside Act 1981 section 16.
• That the brood management programme for Hen Harriers in England
should be monitored, and if it is
deemed successful in producing an
increase in the breeding numbers and
distribution of Hen Harriers, then consideration should be given to introducing a similar programme in Scotland.
• That SNH, possibly through their
licensing agent the [the British Trust
for Ornithology] BTO, or directly,
ensure that the licences issued for the
satellite-based tracking of tagged raptors includes a condition that commits
the data holder (i.e. the owner of the
tag) to: (a) being listed on a register
of data holders which SNH, BTO and
Police Scotland have access to; and
(b) cooperate expeditiously with Police
Scotland and SNH in sharing data
and associated information regarding
tagged birds found dead or missing
in suspicious circumstances. That on
receipt of shared data and associated
information, Police Scotland expeditiously processes the shared data and
associated information to determine
whether or not it warrants referral to
the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal
Service. The current priority raptors for
data sharing would be Golden Eagle,
Hen Harrier, Red Kite, Peregrine,
White-tailed Eagle and Goshawk.

•

The Scottish Government agrees
that there should
be no change to
the legal status
of birds of prey in
Scotland.

•

NatureScot
will continue
to monitor
the results of
brood management schemes
elsewhere in
the UK.
NatureScot
will continue
to monitor and
evaluate the
need for and
use of licences
under Section 16 of the
Wildlife and
Countryside
Act 1981.

GMMG (“Werritty”) recommen- Scottish
dations
Government
response

Next steps

Grouse moor management
• That as much as possible should be
done to change the culture of grouse
moor management to accept more
loss of grouse to avian predators
and to allow these predators to nest
locally.
• That a wider range of moorland management activities should become
eligible for RPID support.

•

We accept these
recommendations.

•

The Scottish
Government
will write to
stakeholders
groups representing grouse
moor managers
and ask them
to consider
what action
they can take
to promote
a change in
culture within
their organisation and to
provide us with
information
on how they
intend to take
this forward.
The Scottish
Government’s
Agricultural and
Rural Economy
Directorate
will consider
whether a
wider range
of moorland
management
activities
should become
eligible for
RPID support
further when
developing
future support
schemes or
biodiversity and
climate change
actions.

ANNEX 2: Legislative changes required for the introduction
of a grouse moor licencing scheme as proposed in this report.
To deliver a licensing scheme for grouse shooting would, as is widely
recognised and given the current statutory basis for grouse shooting, in
Part 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended in Scotland),
require new primary legislation. This annex seeks to set out a possible
approach to amending that Act to provide a new legislative basis for the
type of licensing scheme presented in this report.
•

Remove red grouse from Schedule 2, Part I; and add this one species
to a new Part within Schedule 2 (Part 1B?) headed “OUTSIDE THE
CLOSE SEASON, SUBJECT TO SECTION XB”.

•

If necessary, amend s.2(1) to clarify that “Part 1 of Schedule 2”
includes the new Part 1B.
• Amend first line of s.2(1) to: “Subject to sections XA, XB, XC, etc and
to the provisions of this section, …..” (additional words underlined).
• Add series of new sections98 with crossheading: “Licencing of
gamebird shooting”. These should address: • New Section XA: this should state the purpose of sections XA, XB,
XC, etc is to regulate the shooting of birds on Part 1B of Schedule
2 so as secure the sustainable management of their habitats, deter
the carrying out of unlawful acts and address the incidental public
disbenefits of poor management. As well as providing a statutory
purpose for this new series of sections, this section should also
include a duty on Scottish Ministers have due regard to the purpose
when exercising their powers under those sections99.
• New Section XB: this should state that the provisions of section 2
(which provide an exception to section 1) shall, in relation to birds
included on Part 1B of Schedule 2, only apply in accordance with a
licence granted under section XC.
• New Section XC: this should permit an appropriate authority [defined
as in section 16, and delegable under section 16A] and that such a
licence: (a) may be, to any degree, general or specific,
(b) may be granted to a particular person or to persons of a particular
class,
(c) may be subject to any specified conditions,
(d) may be modified or revoked, and
(e) shall be valid for any time period stated in the licence100.
(This approach is akin to the wide-ranging and flexible ‘basic statute’ of
section 16, which provides for other wildlife licences to permit killing,
taking etc of species protected by the 1981 Act.)
• New section XD: this should specify that, in the case of a general
licence under section XC, the Scottish Ministers must, by regulations,
establish a registration scheme such that any exercise of rights under
such a licence are subject to the specification of (a) the area of land
over which such rights will be exercised and (b) a “responsible person”
who must, legally, be a “natural person”. This would ensure that a
“general licence” under this new form of licencing scheme was, in
fact, more specific (to both person and land) than the existing section
16 type general licences.
• Further subsections may be necessary on the definitions of the “area
of land” and “responsible person” – as well as that the regulations
may provide for delegation (c.f. s.16A) of licencing responsibilities. The
provisions related to the “responsible person” must also provide for
the declaration of his/her relationship with the owner of the shooting
rights, and the ‘chain of command’ – as well as the vicarious liability of
that owner for any failings by the responsible person.
• New section XE: this should specify that that the appropriate authority
98
Referred to, here, as “Sections XA, XB, XC, etc”, these new sections could,
depending on drafting decisions, be placed anywhere in Part 1 of the 1981 Act (as
amended); possibilities would include after section 2 (thus they would become sections 2A, 2B, 2C, etc) or after section 9 (as 9A, 9B, (C, etc) but other options are equally valid.
99
cf s.2 of the UK Withdrawal from the European Union (Continuity) (Scotland)
Act 2021.
100
cf s.16(5) of 1981 Act in relation to other such specific or general licences.

may charge such sums (one off or annual?) as necessary for those
applying for a specific licence or registering (one-off or annual?) to
exercise rights under a general licence. Scottish Ministers may by
regulations make such provision for or in connection with the fixing
of such charges. Such regulations should include such principles,
objectives, or other matters on which a charging scheme should be
based but, in making such regulations, Ministers should require that
they (or their delegate) must secure that the amounts recovered by
way of charges prescribed by the charging scheme meet the costs
and expenses [or a specified proportion of the costs and expenses]
which they incur in carrying out, or having others carry out, those
functions101.
• New section XF: this should provide that Scottish Ministers may,
by regulation, specify any conditions that should, under s.XC(c), be
applied to any licence issued under section XC. The first regulations
under this section must be made when sections XA etc come into
effect and must include: (a) A condition that any person exercising the rights to undertake grouse
shooting under the terms of a licence under section XC shall, each year
(within 3 months of the end of the close season), submit returns specifying
the activities undertaken under the licence. These should include, as a
minimum, the number of birds killed or taken.
(b) A condition that any use of medicated grit in the area to which the
licence applies should be in accordance with a plan submitted to the
licencing authority and consistent with a Code of Practice on the use of
such materials.
(c) A condition that all management practices (such as the use of traps for
legal predator control, any muirburn or control of mountain hares) were
conducted in accordance with the relevant regulations and/or licences
issued for those activities.
(Provision to allow subsequent regulations to add to or amend the required
conditions but not to remove (a) or (b).)
• New section XG: this should provide the power for Scottish Ministers
(or any person to whom they have delegated licensing power) to
modify or revoke such a licence and the extent to which it may be
modified or revoked. This should make provision for and modification
or revocation to be temporary or of a ‘suspended nature’, pending
the carrying out of remedial action and, in the case of the latter,
what form that remedial action can take. A modification could add
extra conditions (including limiting the days or extent of shooting),
while a revocation would suspend the right to shoot red grouse at all.
Consideration should be given to whether this power could or should
extended to include the option of suspending the right to shoot some
or all other quarry species. It should certainly include the power to
suspend other licences, including any general licences under section
16. Consideration should also be given to allowing the area to which
the suspension applies could be smaller/larger than the licence area
(depending on local circumstances and the potential to ‘circumvent’
suspension).
• While the primary legislation need only provide the power to apply
101
cf s.23 of WEWS Act 2003 and Para 6, Schedule 5 of Controlled Activities
Regulations 2011 or the charging, by Police Scotland, to register as a snare operator
(https://www.scotland.police.uk/about-us/firearms-and-explosives-licensing/snaresand-weapon-transfers/).

suspensions or modifications, the criteria for when and how such a
power is used will need to be developed and published separately.
Thus, the legislation might, to provide re-assurance that the power
could be used ‘randomly’ include a duty to develop such criteria and
for the power to be used in accordance with those thus published.
• • New section XF: this should provide that Scottish Ministers may,
by regulation, specify any conditions that should, under s.XC(c), be
applied to any licence issued under section XC. The first regulations
under this section must be made when sections XA etc come into
effect and must include: (a) A condition that any person exercising the rights to undertake grouse
shooting under the terms of a licence under section XC shall, each year
(within 3 months of the end of the close season), submit returns specifying
the activities undertaken under the licence. These should include, as a
minimum, the number of birds killed or taken.
(b) A condition that any use of medicated grit in the area to which the
licence applies should be in accordance with a plan submitted to the
licencing authority and consistent with a Code of Practice on the use of
such materials.
(c) A condition that all management practices (such as the use of traps for
legal predator control, any muirburn or control of mountain hares) were
conducted in accordance with the relevant regulations and/or licences
issued for those activities.
(Provision to allow subsequent regulations to add to or amend the required
conditions but not to remove (a) or (b).)
•

New section XG: this should provide the power for Scottish Ministers
(or any person to whom they have delegated licensing power) to
modify or revoke such a licence and the extent to which it may be
modified or revoked. This should make provision for and modification
or revocation to be temporary or of a ‘suspended nature’, pending
the carrying out of remedial action and, in the case of the latter,
what form that remedial action can take. A modification could add
extra conditions (including limiting the days or extent of shooting),
while a revocation would suspend the right to shoot red grouse at all.
Consideration should be given to whether this power could or should
extended to include the option of suspending the right to shoot some
or all other quarry species. It should certainly include the power to
suspend other licences, including any general licences under section
16. Consideration should also be given to allowing the area to which
the suspension applies could be smaller/larger than the licence area
(depending on local circumstances and the potential to ‘circumvent’
suspension).

While the primary legislation need only provide the power to apply
suspensions or modifications, the criteria for when and how such a power
is used will need to be developed and published separately. Thus, the
legislation might, to provide re-assurance that the power could be used
‘randomly’ include a duty to develop such criteria and for the power to be
used in accordance with those thus published.
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